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Delizia Cirollie - her illness was exploited cynically by the Catholic Church to present the world with an alleged
Lourdes Miracle
In a small book called Spiritual Healing we read about the famous case Delizia Cirollie, She had a tumour that would kill
her on her knee. She went to Lourdes in August 1976 and nothing happened and she was cured in December at home. The
tumour disappeared gradually. The Church recognised this as a miracle which was strange. It did not look like a miracle.
The cure was not at Lourdes nor was it instant. The Church had decreed that a cure had to be instant.
There are many mysteries about cancer (89) and they are enough to prevent one being surprised if cancer disappears. The
Medical Bureau could not come to a consensus on what was wrong with her. Years later it was claimed by some of them
that she had Ewing’s Tumour that nobody had been known to recover from (76). This disease is so rare and obviously hard
to diagnose as the Bureau’s problems with it show that one wonders what grounds they have for declaring that once one has
it they are stuck with it until it kills them. Diagnoses after the event and when nobody could come to a definite consensus at
the time of sicknesses are not convincing.
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On the Channel 4 documentary of 1998, The Miracle Police, it was revealed that the disease could have been tubercular or
a strange infection that burnt out for the reports and x-rays are capable of different interpretations. The knee was not
examined properly between Lourdes and December. Also, the girl seemed to be dying because the tumour was untreated.
Would the Virgin Mary send a miracle in a case where the child should have had the leg amputated and did not do it? Yes
she was right not to but only in hindsight. If you believe and have reason to believe even wrongly that a limb should be
removed that is what you have to do. Our Lady implies approval for this carelessness and stubbornness. The girl’s
Archbishop as always got the medical reports and pronounced it a miracle. Now what would a bishop know? Only
scientists and doctors have the right to say if something is a miracle. The miracle exploits science and then it disregards it
as if it were nothing. The miracle could be interpreted as satanic for all these reasons if it was a miracle. And the Lourdes’
Bureau said it was the best case they had examined which reflects badly on the other cures it declared inexplicable. And all
doctors know that what is inexplicable need not be a miracle.

